
THE 
GENERAL

HANDLING YOUR BIGGEST AND BADDEST CATTLE.

NO PROBLEM.

15 YEAR
WARRANTY



NAME:     The General Hydraulic Chute 

HOMETOWN:    Winnipeg, MB 

CONTACT:    thegeneral@arrowquip.com 

VIEW BIO:    arrowquip.com/the-general  

BRANCH:    Hydraulic Cattle Chute for Feedlots & Cattle Ranches 

UNIT:     5S-GEN 

TIME ENLISTED: 2019 – Present 

STATUS:    Active 

PROFILE



BECOMING 
THE 
GENERAL

THE
JOURNEY
TO THE
GENERAL

PROTOTYPE 1: 
AUGUST 2020 

The first prototype of The General, the “Frankenstein model”, was the first design that had the 

look and feel of what would eventually become The General. Prototype 1 was the playground 

for the Arrowquip Engineers, and was crafted from the ground up using everything we had 

learned from previous models that were scrapped in 2019 and early 2020. Through multiple 

revisions, modifications, and a lot of welding, they built the bones of the greatest cattle chute 

we have ever made.

PROTOTYPE 2: 
OCTOBER 2020 
Prototype 2 is where it all came together. Every successful modification made to Prototype 1 was 

accounted for, and it was a mean, green, cattle working machine. This is where the challenges of 

synchronizing cylinders & eliminating linkages emerged, and the engineering team spent months 

working with hydraulic experts to solve the issues. 

Prototype 2 was sent to an 8,000 feedlot just 10 minutes from Arrowquip HQ. This has allowed our Mad 

Scientist, Steve Langrell, and the team of engineers to visit regularly to see how the chute is performing 

in the field and continue to modify the hydraulics for proper timing and synchronization. 

PROTOTYPE 3: 
FEBRUARY 2021 

Prototype 3 is where the hydraulics truly came together. Our team did extensive testing to 

determine proper sizing of the lines and ways eliminate major and minor head loss, while 

getting the timing and fine-tuned feathering just right. There were also modifications made 

to access areas, including adding a gap that allows handlers to apply pour-on without opening 

the gates, lowering the side access panels for easier branding, and raising the vet cage height. 

These strategic changes from Prototype 2 are designed to help cattle handlers and producers 

complete tasks more efficiently in a chute with safe and reliable hydraulics. 

Prototype 3 was sent to a 25,000 head feedlot in Alberta for further testing in early 2021.

A CHUTE 
17 YEARS 

IN THE 
MAKING

We started the North American branch of Arrowquip in 2002, 

crafting cattle chutes, panels and gates from a set of hog barns 

in rural Manitoba. With three partners who had grown up with a 

ranching background, myself, my brother Jerry, and Phil, we had 

seen the really bad, the really good, and everything in between 

for working cattle. 

Within the first year of business, it was our goal to compete with 

the chutes designed to handle bigger numbers. However, the 

limitations of not having an engineering team made that dream 

unattainable for many years. 

Five years into our Arrowquip journey, we created the 
Hydrasqueeze 2000V. It was a good chute that held the animals 

well, but was largely handcrafted and there were too many 

moving parts. That chute gave us the opportunity to learn about 

the industry and the changes that would be needed to handle 

larger numbers of livestock. 

We put the Hydrasqueeze into an 80,000 head feedlot in Texas 

as an experiment and learned a lot from the experience. After 

two attempts, we pulled the chute and decided to keep producing 

it for large cow-calf operations, but knew that it wasn’t a suitable 

solution for feedlots at that time. We continued to watch the 

feedlot chute industry closely, while making plans for our own 

version one day. 

In 2019, we dove all in to build our first prototype of The General, 

and we have just sent Prototype 3 to a 25,000 head feedlot for 

further testing. I genuinely believe that this chute will 
revolutionize the industry, and our team is thrilled to provide 

the cattle industry with a new and innovative option that fulfills 

the needs of every producer.

STEVE LANGRELL
Expert Cattle Rancher and ‘Mad Scientist’ behind The General 

PROTOTYPE 4: 
APRIL 2021
Prototype 4 is where the Arrowquip engineers sorted out the hydraulic lifting system and portable kit, 

to ensure that producers have the ability to take the chute on the road or lift it for cleaning as needed. 

In addition, some modifications were made to improve the synchronization on the lower squeeze for 
better animal control by adding a torsion bar, and final choices were made on many of the hydraulic 

components.

PROTOTYPE 5: 
JUNE 2021

The final prototype of The General was in fact our preproduction chute. This model allowed 

us to test the way that it would go through the Arrowquip manufacturing facility, and gave 

us the opportunity to make improvements to our processes before officially bringing it to 

market. This model also saw additional cosmetic and functional improvements, including 

smart additions such as a hose wrap location on the pivoting swing arm. Prototype 5 is not just 

a prototype, it is the chute you will see arrive on your lot.

PROFILE
NAME:    Steve Langrell

RANK:    'Mad Scientist'

STATUS:  Active



UN
MATCHED
FEATURESWHY 

THE 
GENERAL?
ONLY THE GENERAL BRINGS YOU INDUSTRY FIRSTS IN 

ACCESS, FEEDLOT-QUALITY CONSTRUCTION, PROPER 

CATTLE FLOW, AND LIVESTOCK CONTROL THAT WILL 

TRANSFORM YOUR OPERATION.

Massive 5/8 plate gussetsInterlocking steel frame welds  

enhance strength significantly, made 

possible with in-house tube laser technology

5/16 plate steel

Strongest 

curtain-style 

doors available

FEEDLOT-QUALITY 
Chute

FULL ACCESS 
on Both Sides of 

the Chute

XL Vet Cage

Open section allows for pour-on 

access without opening gates

8 drop-down access 

panels on each side

Split bottom access gates

Swing-out emergency exit 
• with double latch for security

• designed with a wraparound bar, 
providing extra space to brand 
calves 

Torsion bar to prevent 

warping of lower squeeze frame



• Head Gate and Tail Gate have custom cylinders to 

control speed 

• Lines are sized strategically to minimize minor and 

major head loss, as well as control speed 

• Features geared flow dividers from front to back 
provide proper syncing and load hold without 
pressure drop 

• Geared flow dividers allow fine-tuned feathering of 

hydraulic controls 

• Bottom squeeze cylinder features American-made, 
heavy-duty custom ball ends to eliminate stress 

on the cylinders 

HYDRAULICS
CYLINDERS 

& Flow Dividers

• Pivoting swing arm can be used from either side 
of the chute 

• All hydraulic controls, including neck extenders, are 

mounted on the swing arm

• Top and bottom squeeze are controlled 
independently, giving the option to use the squeeze 

in 3 different ways 

• Stainless steel cover with hose wrap location for 

hydraulic hoses

A NEW KIND OF 

NECK EXTENDERS

Infinite extensions 

allow for used for 

livestock of any size

Flat mounted

• Easier catches

• Reduces eye bruising

Hydraulic 
CONTROL ARM

Control lever beside head 

gate control

• Equal access to the neck on 

both sides

• Stretches the neck straight out, 

regardless of position

HEAD GATE SPEED 

Under 0.75 seconds to close 



• All wearable parts are bolted on for easy replacement with 

a wrench and bolts 

• Designed to eliminate downtime 
with easy replacement 

• Arrowquip Client Care Team prepared to 
support clients 

• No welding required to fix wearable parts 

• A key element of field testing on The General is 

determining what parts will wear out over time and at 

what point to ensure we have parts available nearby when 

you need them 

• Working towards having parts in stock at your local 

dealership to help you get back to work faster than ever 

After manufacturing livestock equipment 
for 15 years, we realize that things break. 

What is going to set us apart is how quickly 
and easily we can repair them.

- Jerry Langrell, Arrowquip Chief Innovations Officer

“

” 

ON THE RANCH REPAIRS 

GET BACK TO WORK 
FASTER THAN EVER

REPLACEABLE 
PARTS

The unique, patented floating squeeze is suspended with a top-

mounted track that completely eliminates 
build-up, and offers 3 ways to use the squeeze. This 

design is exclusive to The General, and provides the flexibility 

that cattle producers need to handle their livestock any way 

they want to safely and efficiently.

  V-Squeeze
• Supports the lower half of the animal to 

keep them upright in the chute 

• Useful for squeezing larger 
livestock, as it conforms to the shape of  

the animal 

• Often considered the most secure 
option to hold cattle for processing 

  A-Squeeze
• Never seen before squeeze style that 

is completely unique to The General 

• Made possible due to the exclusive 

floating squeeze design

• Prevents cattle from jumping or 
rearing up as they enter the chute 

• Very useful for rowdy or nervous 
livestock 

• Speeds up processing by always keeping 

one part of the squeeze in position

  PARALLEL      
  Squeeze

• The best way to create flow from alley to 

chute 

• Cattle enter a parallel squeeze more 
willingly, preventing frustrating delays 

• The 31.5" width from top to bottom 

provides extra space when working large bulls 

and pregnant mamas 

• The squeeze narrows down to 7.75" to 

accommodate small calves as well

PATENTED 3-WAY Functionality

CONTROL



Squeeze opens 31.5" wide 
from top to bottom when 
fully open 

DETAILS 
AT A 

GLANCE

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
• Hydraulic Neck Extenders 

• Removeable Sternum Bar

• Wheel Kit              
   [DETAILS TO COME]

WEIGHT: 4465 lbs.
DIMENSIONS: 65” w x 102” h x 134” l

• Requires 220V Power 

• 6 Spool Control Valve with stroke     

   limiter to control speed on Head Gate  

   and Neck Extenders  

THANK YOU 
FOR YOUR 
INTEREST

ADDITONAL INFORMATION
arrowquip.com/the-general

RESERVE YOUR CHUTE BY CONTACTING 
THE ARROWQUIP TEAM

PHONE: 1-866-383-7827

EMAIL: leads@arrowquip.com

NOTE: Images used are from Prototype 5  of The General, taken during the development process. Final 

product specifications and appearance may differ slightly from the details and images provided.

AVAILABLE 
POWER PACKS:
• 7.5 HP Electric 

   Power Pack  
   [VIRTUALLY SILENT ELECTRIC  

    POWER SOURCE] 

       • 208/230 VAC

       • 1000PSI Relief

       • 10.9 GPM

       • 15 Gallon Tank

• 14 HP Gas Power Pack 
   [HIGH-POWERED FOR  

    PROCESSING LARGE 

    NUMBERS OF LIVESTOCK, 

    FEATURING A 5" SIGHT  

    GLASS AND  BAFFLED  

    RESERVOIR] 

       • 1000PSI Relief

       • 13 GPM

       • 15 Gallon Tank

* OR 250,000 TOTAL HEAD OF CATTLE

WARRANTY: 

15 YEARS *



PHONE: 1-866-383-7827 

EMAIL: sales@arrowquip.com 

WEBSITE: arrowquip.com/the-general


